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Horizon Fund - Global Listed Infrastructure Long Short

The impact of ESG ETF’s on Global Listed Infrastructure –  
An illustration of why an active long-short approach to the

sector makes sense
ESG Funds have gained in popularity in 2020, sometimes with a material impact on
underlying holdings
This has impacted Global Listed Infrastructure (GLI) stocks recently, with the iShares Clean
Energy ETF purchasing 1-6% of companies’ float in a matter of weeks leading to excess
returns of 19 - 37%
These market dynamics, even in a sector with defensive characteristics like GLI, support an
active and long short approach to investing and managing risk

ESG investing has gained momentum over the last decade, initially in Europe, then US, and more
recently, in Asia. COVID-19 markedly increased social and environmental awareness in 2020
amongst investors, corporates and wider society, as well as pro-climate policy responses in the
US, Europe & China. During 2020, active managers increasingly integrated ESG overlays into
their investment processes across asset classes, ESG-dedicated active funds launched in record
numbers and ESG ETF’s had record inflows. 

However, amidst these record inflows and with a limited pool of pure-play green stocks to buy,
often with low market capitalisations, it raises the question – is this a case of the tail wagging the
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dog? And what risks and opportunities does this create? 
 

ESG Fund Flows
Monthly ESG fund flows hit record levels during Q4 2020, across both active and passive funds. 
This was driven by several converging factors, such as a greater portion of asset owners
allocating to dedicated ESG active managers and retail investors increasing their use of ESG
ETFs as a way to access this popular thematic. Of the record US$1.4trn ESG AUM at the end of
Dec 2020, European funds dominated, accounting for an 85% share. Of this AUM, passive funds
have grown to 23% of all ESG AUM, an increase of 10% over the last three years. 

[Chart 1 : Record global monthly ESG fund flows across active and passive funds. Source;
Morningstar] 
 

iShares Clean Energy ETF
One of the largest Clean Energy ETFs is the iShares Global Clean Energy ETF, listed on the New
York and London stock exchanges (ICLN US & INRG LN tickers), with a combined AUM of
USD$14bn across 30 stocks (as of 10/2/21). This is up from USD$0.76bn at the end of 2019 and
USD$4.39bn at end of October 2020 (see Chart 2).  
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[Chart 2: Growth in iShares Clean Energy ETF Fund Assets in USD Millions. Source: Bloomberg] 

There were two main catalysts that spurred a surge in inflows in December 2020 and January
2021 into this ETF ;

Firstly, on Dec 21 in the US, Congress voted through a $900b Coronavirus Relief Package,
that included extensions to Production Tax Credits for onshore wind projects and Investment
Tax Credits for solar; and
Secondly, Biden’s clean sweep at the Georgia run-off on January 6 was met with the
expectation of more green stimulus being legislatively possible.

Large inflows such as these can lead to distortions in the market – and this was evident across

GLI stocks. For example, over the 4 weeks to the 22nd January 2021, the fund was a net buyer of
A$3.6bn across these 30 stocks. For the 5 core GLI universe names in the ETF (25% aggregate
weight), this was effectively trading an average 52% of average daily volume (“ADV”) for each
stock for every day for the entire 4 weeks (compared to prior undisturbed 3-month ADV). 
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[Chart 3: Share price returns for GLI stocks in iShares Clean Energy ETF. Source; Bloomberg] 

The impact of these flows was further exacerbated by thin trading in early January, and the non-
discretionary style of ETF implementation in buying the underlying stocks. The sheer size of these
flows can then push the underlying share prices beyond fundamental valuations very quickly – as
can be seen in Chart 3 above, with share prices up between 20-50% over the 4 weeks. 
On a granular level, the impact is even more staggering. For example, Chart 4 below shows
during the 4 weeks the ETF bought a total of $145m in EDP Renovaveis, which was an average
59% ADV of buying for 4 straight weeks and buying net 2.7% of the free float of the company.
This lead to an excess return of 21% over the local index during that period. 
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[Chart 4: GLI stocks in iShares Clean Energy ETF – Average daily Volume bought, % of company
bought and size invested over 4 weeks to 22 January. Source: Bloomberg, Coaster Capital] 

For two New Zealand stocks Meridian Energy and Contact Energy, the flows were even more
eye-watering – 86% and 84% of ADV respectively bought each day for an entire month and a net
purchase of 1% and 5.8% of the entire free float shares outstanding in the company. This led to a
material appreciation in the share price – and Meridian (see Chart 5) even had the honour of
being the largest market cap in New Zealand by 25% for the period of buying! During the month,
these 5 GLI universe stocks had excess returns over their local index of between 19% and 37%. 
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[Chart 5: Market Cap ($NZD) of the 3 largest stocks on New Zealand Stock Exchange, and
Contact Energy]

So what does this all mean?
The ability of ETFs to manifest dislocations in underlying holdings is not a new phenomenon, but
for the GLI universe - typically considered a defensive, low volatility, highly predictable regulated
asset class - this was most definitely a new phenomenon. Furthermore, often these dislocations
feed on themselves, with the rapid rise in underlying share prices pushing up the price of the ETF,
encouraging more investors into the ETF, driving more buying of the underlying – and so on the
cycle goes. Herein lies the dilemma of the tail wagging the dog – and stock prices moving beyond
fundamental valuations.

For an asset class used to investing based on highly detailed long-term discounted cashflow
models, predictable cashflows and assessing regulatory models to invest capital this adds a new
dynamic for an active investor to navigate. The strategy of the Horizon Fund at Coaster Capital is
to take an active approach to GLI that can recognize these dislocations and has the ability to take
advantage of these as they present themselves, on the long and short side. During January, the
Fund had positive contributions to performance from active short positions in several of these GLI
impacted stocks. As investors continue to attempt to anticipate ETF flows and their impact on
stocks, as well as potential changes to the underlying index methodology, the impact of these
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ESG ETF flows should continue well into 2021.  This is another illustration of the alpha &
diversification benefits of the Horizon Fund taking an active, long-short approach to the GLI
sector. 
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